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The EU Central Asia Strategy (2007-2013) defines the main EU strategic interests in CA as

- Security and Stability
- Prosperity Through Peaceful Interaction

“Modern border management will create open and secure borders for enhanced security, for regional stability, and facilitation of trade and development in the Central Asia region.”

(The EU and Central Asia: Strategy for a New Partnership, 31 May 2007)

“The EU will step up its support for the development of modern border management in Central Asia through BOMCA.”

(The EU and Central Asia: Strategy for a New Partnership, 31 May 2007)
The Strategic Components of BOMCA are Three-Fold:

1) Policy Advice for Institutional Reform

2) National and Regional Capacity Building
   - Through Training, Curricula Development, Infrastructure and equipment

3) Demonstration Projects in border regions for future Government and donor replication

(The EC Central Asia Indicative Programme, 2007-2010)
Separate interlinked Programmes

**BOMCA**
To assist in accelerating the legal movements across Central Asia’s borders, enhance security and to reduce the flow of illegal traffic.

**CADAP**
To foster a public health approach to drug demand & an interdiction approach to drug supply in line with EC drug strategies
BOMCA/CADAP

The twin objectives of BOMCA established by the European Commission:

- Enhanced border security
- Facilitation of legal trade & transit

Method:
Introduction of Integrated Border Management to Central Asia

Areas of Intervention:
Institutional Reform, Capacity Building & Demonstration Projects in Pilot Regions
Border Management in Central Asia
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BOMCA’s projects

Institutional Reform in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan

Strengthening Training Capacities in Central Asia

Assisting Tajikistan in Securing the Tajik-Afghan Border

Strengthening Infrastructure Capacities Along Trade and Transit Corridors in Central Asia

Strengthening Counter-Drug Capacities at Borders in Central Asia
The EC promotes a common model of Integrated Border Management, first developed under the CARDS Programme in the Western Balkans.
IBM
INTEGRATED BORDER MANAGEMENT

Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEGISLATION</th>
<th>INST. DEVEL-ENT</th>
<th>HUMAN RESOURCES</th>
<th>TRAINING</th>
<th>TECH. FEATURES</th>
<th>INFRA STRUCTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL BASE</td>
<td>STRATEGY</td>
<td>ACTION PLAN</td>
<td>FINANCIAL BASE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Strengthening Infrastructure Capacities Along Trade and Transit Corridors in CA

Western Central Asia Corridor linking Ashgabat to Aktau and Astrakhan by a BCP at Kunia-Urgench on the Turkmen side of the Turkmen / Uzbek border; and a BCP at Daut-Ata in Uzbekistan.

Eastern Central Asia Corridor linking Tashkent via Osh and Bishkek to Almaty by developing a BCP at Patar and the BCP at Fortekhobod on the Tajik side of the Tajik / Uzbek Border.
Assisting Tajikistan in Securing the Tajik-Afghan Border

BOMCA contributes infrastructure, equipment and training to strengthen the Tajik-Afghan Border

Border outposts at Nulvand, Daraisang and Porschenev, located in the Gorno-Badakhsan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO), will be upgraded during 2010.

Equipment has included generators, heating and cooling equipment, water pumps, computer based training equipment, and patrol gear.

Training has focused on more effective border patrolling, drug interdiction, and managing cross-border traffic of persons and vehicles.
Strengthening Counter-Drug Capacities at Borders in Central Asia

Drug Profiling Units (DPUs) have been established in all the countries in the Central Asian region in order to search for drugs and explosives, to apprehend suspected drug traffickers, to collate and analyse information on illegal drug trafficking.

BOMCA continues to improve efficiency of the work of law enforcement agencies through profiling at BCPs, airports and railway stations in Central Asia and to improve capabilities of the newly created units for combating drugs.
Support to Infrastructure Development under the EU-UNDP BOMCA and CADAP Assistance Programmes

TURKMENISTAN
- Ashgabat Training Center of State Border Service
- Veterinary Unit of State Border Service
- Yanbash Training Center of State Border Service
- BCP Kunia-Urgench

UZBEKISTAN
- National Dog Training Center
- Training Center of Border Guards
- BCP Daut-Ota
- BCP Keles
- BCP Glait-Kuprik
- BCP Oybek
- ACP Bukhara Airport
- ACP Tashkent International Airport
- BCP Madyanbat
- BP Tinchlik
- BCP Andarkhan
- BCP Karasu
- BP Sokh
- BCP Vuadil
- BCP Sarissiyoy
- BP Marniyk
- BCP Ayrtonoy

KAZAKHSTAN
- Dog Training Center of Border Service
- Training Center Affiliate of Border Guards Service
- Dog Handlers’ Unit of Border Guards Service
- ACP Manas Airport
- BCP Ak-Jol
- BCP Aktilek
- BCP Kaldy
- BCP Karadarya
- BCP Suydum
- ACP Osh Airport
- BCP Dostuk
- BCP Karasuu
- BCP Aravan
- BCP Kulundu
- BCP Kayragach
- BCP Jopaya
- BCP Kaltpas
- BCP Bozadyr
- BCP Chechme
- BCP Utukchu
- BCP Karashoro

TAJIKISTAN
- Border Guards College; Resource Center under Ministry of Health; Satellite Dog Training Center;
- BCP Fatakhbad; BCP Ruzvai; BCP Ishkashim; BCP Patar; BCP Tem; BCP Dashti Yuzgulam;
- BO Nulvand; BO DaralSang; BO Shidz; BO Sokhchon; BO Porshnev; BO Pastkhut;

BCP: Border Crossing Point
BP: Border Post
BO: Border Outpost
ACP: Air Crossing Point
Future interventions:

- Institutional Reform
- Strengthening Training Capacities in CA
- Trade and Transit Corridors
- Assisting Tajikistan in Securing Tajik-Afghan Border
- Strengthening Counter-Drug Capacities
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